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Location: Sarıçam

Category: other-general

Title:

Inspector, FM & A

Belong, Connect, Grow, with KBR!

Program Summary

KBR supports the operational needs of U.S. armed forces at Morón Air Base in Spain and

several bases in Turkey. Our services ensure smooth operations, allowing Air Force and

government personnel to focus on their missions. We provide program management, civil

engineering, morale, welfare, and recreation support, among other essential services.

Awarded by the Air Force Installation Contracting Center, our contract spans a five-year base

period with three one-year options, reflecting our commitment to excellence and

operational support.

Job Summary

The Customer Service Center, Inspector is the point of contact (POC) between the vehicle

operator and Vehicle Management and a key position to the operation. The Customer

Service Center technician must perform fast and dependable service to users by conducting

incoming inspections on vehicles and determining maintenance requirements in a safe and

timely manner. 

Roles and Responsibilities

Perform scheduled and unscheduled incoming and outgoing vehicle inspections.

Receive operator debrief, performs initial inspection to include diagnostic checks on

vehicles turned-in for maintenance and initiates required work orders.
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Perform inspection to verify the vehicle's malfunctions, validate waived items and

perform complete inspections addressing repairs affecting safe vehicle operation using the

proper diagnostic and test equipment to identify and isolate the malfunctions when

required.

Perform road tests as needed to ensure the safe and operational state of the vehicle, prior to

releasing the vehicle back to the unit.

Identify discrepancies and ensures operator accurately completes and provides required

forms/documentation.

Update any inspections due in DPAS computer system, checks for deferred closed work orders

(for delayed available parts) and completes proper documents before forwarding to FM&A.

Conduct final outgoing Quality Assurance (QA) inspections on all vehicles that receive

inspections and repairs consistent with safety items, i.e. PMIs, brakes, steering

components, lighting etc.

Must check and ensure vehicles are acceptable (for new and turn-in assets) when

received. 

Will complete all Limited Technical Inspections (LTI) for acceptance, shipping, or DLA/DS. 

Will be responsible for and conduct weekly yard checks to include, vehicles parked for turn-in, on

ready line, and IAW park plan when directed.

Will comply with all applicable Contract Performance Work Statement (PWS), Working

Instructions, Air Force Instructions (AFI), Guidebooks, and Technical Orders (TO) provided.

Must comply with safety regulations and will wear proper Personal Protection Equipment

(PPE) when applicable.

Prepares reports, spreadsheets and various documents using Microsoft Office programs.

Basic Qualifications

Turkish Citizenship

Technical high school diploma or equivalent



Fulfilled Turkish Military obligation (male candidates)

Must have valid driver license (minimum Class E).

Ability to speak, read, and write English (level II)

Must be capable of obtaining a Turkish security clearance.

Have 3-years’ experience as a general/special purpose vehicle repairman.

Preferred Qualifications

Have diesel and gasoline engine repair, some electrical and auto-body knowledge.

KBR Benefits

Local Nationals (LN) personnel will receive benefits in accordance with the collective labor

agreement (CLA) within the appropriate country location where they reside. KBR supports

career advancement through professional training and development.

Inclusion and Diversity at KBR

At KBR, we are passionate about our people, sustainability, and our Zero Harm culture.

These inform all that we do and are at the heart of our commitment to, and ongoing

journey toward being a more inclusive and diverse company. That commitment is central to

our team of team’s philosophy and fosters an environment of real collaboration across cultures

and locations. Our individual differences and perspectives bring enhanced value to our

teams and help us develop solutions for the most challenging problems. We understand that

by embracing those differences and working together, we are more innovative, more

resilient.
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